Settle X
Settle X is a suite of products that allow some of the

Your company

most important On-demand companies, Wallets, and
Digital Asset Exchanges around the world to work with
the most cost-eﬃcient and commonly utilized domestic
payment rails.
What is it for?

Settle X

Settle X enables compliant interoperability between
local currency and digital assets through a suite of
products.

xRamp

xPayments

xRelay

xPanel

Local Payments Rails
Banks, Credit Cards, Cash networks
Compliance Layer
Digital Asset Layer

xRamp
User on-ramp for companies that require compliant, scalable
and immediate pay-in and pay-out interoperability.

$

Accept payments, borderless

KYC and Compliance embedded

xRamp allows the largest crypto

xRamp already includes the customer
identiﬁcation, screening , and transaction

exchanges to operate with Fiat currencies

monitoring capabilities needed to

without the need for local companies and
infrastructure.

operate compliant payment operations.

Immediate settlement of digital

Access to Our Financial Infrastructure

assets and liquidity
No need to incorporate companies and

By running xRamp with xRelay, a ﬁat to

establish local currency accounts, we

crypto operation with real time

have that covered.

settlements becomes seamless.

Simple, beautiful user experience
Our front-end module is easy to drop into whatever you’re building
and designed to optimize conversion.

xRamp Product demo

xRelay
XRelay allows the immediate, real-time settlement of payments
processed around the globe, by leveraging the speed and liquidity of
price-stable digital assets with local currencies.
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Charge currency X

xRelay
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Receive currency Y
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Immediate settlement
Allows SettleX products to immediately

Fast and cost eﬀective
By leveraging the power of stable digital

settle positions from payment

assets, also known as “stablecoins”,

processing and disbursement

xRelay sends the balance of each

operations internationally in seconds,

payment processed to your corporate

not weeks. Works with digital asssets

wallet in seconds, avoiding costly and

and local currencies.

slow SWIFT transfers.
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xPayments

Compliance layer
Digital Asset layer

Process disbursements and payouts to your distributed
workforces in real time with minimal cost, and without
the need of local compliance, support or operations.
Local payment layer

+ Crodwdsourced economies
+ Cross-border billing
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+ Marketplaces
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+ Remote workers

B

+ Freelancers
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xPanel
With xPanel your have full back oﬃce control of Settle X product suite.
Multi role dashboard for user accounts, balances, deposit and withdraw
tickets, FX rates, user KYCs, limit enforcements, and more.

Seamless API integration
A well documented API
# xRamp
# xRelay
# xPayments
# xPanel

Use case: Binance

Ready to get started?

Binance, the largest digital asset exchange in the world,

Our network is already connected to the top ﬁntech

launched a new partnership with Settle Network, using

companies, banks, cash networks and mobile apps. Join us

their new product, XRamp, to be able to operate with

and become a virtuous partner of the Settle Network.

domestic ﬁat currencies.

Contact us now
View case study

